
Personal and Business Banking - Job Description 
 

 
 
Manager, Market Research 
30 Baker, Rosebank, Johannesburg 
 
Deliver market research and customer experience insight in support of business needs and objectives for 
the Standard Bank Personal and Business Banking operations by providing value added research insights, 
recommendations and strategic input derived from conducting and analysing high quality, appropriate and 
cost efficient marketing research. 
 
Key responsibilities: 

In conjunction with the manager and for smaller projects 

 Responsible for the full research value chain, from understanding the business requirements to the 
reporting of key insights 

 Manages and takes full responsibility for multiple research projects specific to Personal & Inclusive 
Banking comprising of a number of stakeholders and project team members, this includes:  

 Managing external suppliers  

 Internal stakeholder management   

 End to end project management  

 Managing project within the budget parameters   

 Managing the quality of the output 
 

 Understanding the goals of the business, engaging key stakeholders 

 With the support of the manager, engages business to fully understand the goals of the business and the 
key questions that business is trying to understand 

 Consults with stakeholders to obtain clarity on project needs/ requirements, which will eliminate 
uncertainty and ensure the required outcome.  

 Partners with Personal & Inclusive Banking stakeholders to provide relevant research solutions. 

 Works closely with stakeholders in understanding their different service propositions and measuring 
customer experience 

 Provides insight consultative support to stakeholders based on good understanding of 
existing/secondary data 

 
Translating key business cases into viable and effective research studies (including customer experience) 

 With support of the manager and for small projects 

 Manages the process of compiling the detailed research brief stipulating the objectives, outcomes, 
proposed methodology as well as the coverage for the research project in line with business case 
requirements 

 Analyses the research project requests from personal banking stakeholders and decides on the most 
appropriate research methodology to apply as well selection of external research supplier to partner 
with 

 Keeps abreast of new research methodologies and approaches 

 Based on methodology proposed and research objectives, compiles the relevant questionnaire which is 
to be used by the research house to conduct the research  

 This includes all quantitative and qualitative research requirements including customer experience for 
various banking channels, segment, marketing and products 

Engages and commissions research with external suppliers or manages internal stakeholders 

 Develop strong relationships with market research suppliers to be selected for research 



 Where internal stakeholders select to conduct the research themselves, ensure the design and execution 
is proper and in line with research design guidelines for maximum quality outputs 

 

Ensuring high quality research is conducted which answers business questions 

 Ensures that the external research providers have all the internal information required to conduct the 
research on behalf of the bank e.g. internal customer data 

 Ensures that research carried out by external research providers is done according to Standard Bank, 
Personal & Inclusive Banking requirements. 

 Ensures the integrity of the data provided by the research house. 

 Ongoing supplier management in order to ensure on time delivery and high quality research 
 

Analysis of information to generate critical customer insight 

 Using research results to generate key insights for the business  

 Ensuring analysis and data cuts are conducted to support deep business insight 

Oversees the communication of results and key recommendations / insights to stakeholders 

 With the assistance of the manager 

 Delivers value added, actionable insights and recommendations to personal banking units based on 
marketing research in support of enhanced business performance. 

 Translates the research provided by the external research provider into presentations and reports that 
are specific to the problem detailed in the business case. 

 Presents findings to committees and stakeholders 

 Delivers reports to the businesses timeously and in the format required 

 Specific customer satisfaction and experience reporting delivered and communicated consistently to key 
stakeholders 

Support for Research and Customer Experience manager 

 Supports manager in all aspects of the job. Able to be the second in command and assume 

responsibilities when the manager is away 

Stakeholder management 

 Builds and maintains key relationships with external marketing research houses to facilitate the 
provision of quality marketing research 

 Builds good working relationships with and obtains buy-in support from key internal stakeholders in 
Personal & Inclusive Banking Segments, Products, Marketing and Channels 

 Industry networking and attendance at industry forums such as SAMRA to keep abreast of 
new research developments.  

 
Minimum qualifications 
 
Degree in Marketing, Research, Economics, Statistics or other related 

Any research statistical software experience and web questionnaire design qualification would 
be an advantage 
 
Experience 
 3-5 years’ market research experience  

 Experience in a pure market research environment, preferably on supplier side 

 Market Research exposure, experience and good application of knowledge 

 Solid experience of questionnaire design 



 Experience in strategic planning & development 

 Experience in interacting with support units, business, channel, operations and human resources 

 
Technical competencies 
 
 Market research design 

 Advanced computer literacy 

 Negotiation skills 

 Reporting writing and data preparation skills 

 SPSS programme literate. 

 Verbal and written communication skills 

 Strong problem-solving skills 
 
Personal Competencies 

 
 Able to listening and probing skills to determine customer’ real needs 

 People management skills 

 Socially confident, able to establish rapport quickly and maintain relationships even when 
communicating disagreeable information to others 

 Strong problem solving/decision making capacity 

 Customer service orientated, enjoys dealing with customers 

 Results-orientated, committed to meeting deadlines 

 Assertive, able to handle conflict and remain focussed under pressure 

 Team player, approachable and able to share with others 

 Logical thinker, has a clear focussed and methodical approach to work 

 Ability to handle pressure and/or conflict  

 Ability to adjust to a fast changing work environment and remain focused 

 Self-motivated and passionate 

 Strong work ethics aligned to Standard Bank values and code of ethics 

 Quality output and results oriented  

 Ability to work in a fast-paced entrepreneurial environment  

 Ability to think proactively 

 Strategic thinking ability 

 Ability to identify opportunities and challenges and persuade and/or influence stakeholders’ decision 
making and planning 

 
Knowledge required 

 Understands the financial markets, Personal &Business Banking environment and the key business 
drivers that influence banking behavior 

 Understands the positioning of the Standard Bank brand and how this is articulated 

 Knowledge of research/survey market best practices and methodologies 

 Intimate knowledge and understanding of service measurement techniques and analysis of 
measurement data 

 
Please email CV to  Khathatso.Ngwenya@standardbank.co.za 
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